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Abstract. Neoveille is a web platform that automatically detects new 

words and monitors word usage change in seven languages [Cartier 2016, 

2017]. The platform allows to select corpora, to automatically detect 

neologisms, to describe them linguistically and to follow their life-cycle. This 

paper focuses on corpus-based automatic neologism identification in Russian 

and describes broad tendencies in novel word formation processes. We focus 

on borrowings and morpho-semantic novel items. 
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1. Presentation of the “Neoveille” platform 

In the context of globalization, a growing number of studies 
focus on how English influences the morphological, syntactic and 
orthographic systems of various languages, including Russian 
[Galtseva 2014; Roсhtchina 2012; Rybushkina 2015]. These studies 
mainly examined borrowings which were reported to be the largest 
group of neologisms in modern Russian. To the best of our 
knowledge, Russian neologisms that are partially or fully composed of 
native (as opposed to borrowed) linguistic elements, received less 
attention [Zhdanova and Raciburskaya 2015].  

The “Neoveille” platform [2016, 2017], supported by the IDEX-
ANR grant, automatically detects new formal and semantic 
neologisms, regardless of whether they are composed of foreign lexis 
or of native linguistic items. Although neologism detection platforms 
such as NEOROM exist for Latin languages [see Humbley 2008 for 
review], the Néoveille platform is the first of its kind to encompass 
typologically different languages (Chinese, Czech, French, Greek, 
Russian, Polish, Portuguese) and to include Slavic languages. 



     

Moreover, it is the first platform to propose an automatic detection of 
semantic neology. The platform provides textual data that can be used 
for several purposes. Not only is it an on-line dynamic database that 
monitors neologisms emergence and lifecycle but also a monitor 
corpora search engine. The extracted data may also enrich on-line 
lexical resources, such as embedded reference language dictionaries. 
The following section describes the Néoveille platform focusing on 
the formal neologism detection, analysis and monitoring. 

2. Stages of neologism analysis on Neoveille 

2.1. Automatic detection of neologisms 

Monitored Russian corpora are currently composed of around 50 
newspapers representing general Russian language in journalistic 
discourse (https://lenta.ru/rss; NEWSru.com, http://izvestia.ru, among 
others). The Néoveille web platform enables linguists to manage their 
corpora (via adding, modifying and suppressing), validate or 
invalidate the automatically detected formal neologisms, describe 
them linguistically and then follow their lifecycle on monitor corpora. 

Linguistic items as well as meta-data (newspaper title, author, 
theme and date) are automatically extracted via the newspapers’ RSS 
links on a daily basis, three times a day. A specific program is used to 
extract the relevant text from html pages 
(https://pypi.python.org/pypi/jusText).  

The neologism detection program follows four steps. First, it 
performs a morphological analysis to identify unknown words. We 
use the Treetagger [Schmid, 1994] with the language model designed 
by Sharoff et al. [2008]. This POS-tagger will mark the unknown 
words with a specific tag. A second step is performed by Hunspell 
spell-checker, aiming at checking if unknown words are typographic 
errors or not. Third, the neologism candidates are compared to a 
complementary exclusion dictionary, fed by linguistic experts. Finally, 
the resulting Neologism Candidates (CN) are analyzed by linguistic 



  

experts who either confirm their neologism status, or classify them as 
words belonging to a reference dictionary, a terminological lexical 
unit or to other categories of words to exclude (e.g. typographic 
mistakes). These excluded dictionaries enable to considerably improve 
the automatic detection process, as they are automatically re-used by 
the automatic detector. 

 

2.2. Manual analysis of candidates for neologisms  

The detected and validated database of neologisms for Russian 
currently contains around 460 items.  

Linguists classify each neologism according to a typology 
designed by Pruvost and Sablayrolles [2016]. At the current stage, 
automatic detection on Néoveille targets three categories of 
neologisms in Russian: loanwords/borrowings, morpho-semantic 
novel words and syntactico-semantic words. The present paper 
focuses on the first two categories. According to the typology, 
morpho-semantic novel words include the following sub-categories: 
affixation (prefixation, suffixation or parasynthesis), inflexion and 
composition. In the present paper, we will not discuss inflexion and 
parasynthesis, as these word formation processes are represented by 
less than 10 occurrences. 

3. Neologism Classification 

3.1. Loanwords 

In line with previous research on Russian neologisms, loanwords 
represent the largest group among neologisms (49%). Some 
loanwords come from Arabic or French, e.g. дезавуировать (from 
French désavouer) ‘renounce (one’s claims)’. English is the major 
source of borrowing. Overall, loanwords vary in the use of script(s). 
Detected words are written in either (1) Cyrillic script, or (2) Roman 
script, or (3) as orthographic blends: (1) cити-кар ‘city car’, 



     

аквафермер ‘aquafarmer’; тег ‘tag’; вейпинг ‘vaping, that is, using 
e-cigarettes’; суперфуды ‘superfoods’ (87%); 2) machine-learning; 
seal-watching (9%): Наблюдение за тюленями – это отдельный 
вид туризма. Он называется seal-watching. 
(http://murmansk.mk.ru); 3) youtube-канал ‘youtube channel’ (4%). 

3.2. Prefixation 

Prefixation is a relatively infrequent type of morpho-semantic 
word formation (15%). Although foreign prefixes are more frequent in 
novel word formation than native ones (26 vs. 17 respectively), the 
latter are more frequent in the context of competition (e.g лже- 
‘pseudo-’ vs. псевдо- ‘pseudo-’). The most productive foreign 
prefixes are экс- ‘ex-’ (e.g. экс-работник ‘former employee’) and 
анти- ‘anti-’ (антитеррористический ‘counterterrorist’). The most 
productive native prefixes are лже- ‘pseudo-’ (лжесайт ‘pseudo 
website’) and не- ‘non-’ (недострой ‘unfinished construction site’). 

3.3. Suffixation 

Suffixation is almost twice as productive as prefixation (28%). A 
little more than a half of suffixed words are formed with foreign roots, 
mostly adjectives, e.g. тюбинговый <tubing+adjectival suffix -ov> 
‘related to tubing’. In contrast, words formed with native roots are 
mostly nouns, e.g. маршрутчик‘mini-bas driver’. 

Results show that formation via foreign suffixes is rare (N=5), 
e.g. скутерист <scooter+ist> 'scooter driver', зацепер ‘train surfer’. 

3.4. Compounds 

Compounds represent the largest group of morpho-semantic 
word creation (31%). We broadly divided compounds in three groups: 

1) synthetic <adjective + noun> compounds with gender and 
number agreement (40%): инновационная еда ‘innovative (Singular 
Feminine) food (Singular Feminine)’. 



  

2) analytical compounds with no number or gender agreement 
(35%), the components being either linked with a hyphen (a), or 
presented as a single word (b): (a) кафе-кальянная <café(noun)-
hookah> ‘hookah bar/lounge’; директор-распорядитель ‘managing 
director’ (b) автоподход <auto(mobile) access> ‘space allowing a 
certain place to be accessed by car’; электровелоcипед ‘e-bike, that 
is, a bicycle with an integrated electric motor’. 

3) <noun + noun> combinations denoting new objects or 
concepts (24%): автомобили smart особо малого класса <smart 
cars of a particularly small class/size>, либерализация визового 
режима 'viza regulation liberalisation'; технология слежения за 
глазами ‘eye-tracking’. 

4. Conclusions 

In this research, we analyzed novel words, automatically detected 
on the basis of 2016-2017 online newspaper corpora. Half of the 
neologisms are loanwords. The other half is mainly composed of 
compounds, formed either of native components only, or a mixture of 
native and foreign components. Finally, suffixation represents the 
largest group of word formation via affixation. 
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